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Projects Overview

July 2012 – July 2013
Lebanon Study Visit Fellowship – Summer 2012
Partnership between the Lebanon Renaissance Foundation and the National Council on U.S.-Arab Relations
Mr. Peter Billerbeck – {Pgs. 4-6}
- Article ~ “The U.S. Should Not Intervene Militarily in Syria,” Georgetown Journal of International Affairs
- Article ~ “Syrian Refugees: A Moral and Humanitarian Imperative for the United States,” Georgetown Journal
of International Affairs
- Event ~ “Challenges for Lebanon: Beyond the Headlines,” Georgetown University
Mr. George Hampton Cokeley – {Pgs. 7-8}
- Lecture ~ Presentation of Study Visit and Research Findings, The Citadel Military College of SC
- Event ~ “The Lebanon I Dream of” film viewing, The Citadel Military College of SC
- Lecture ~ Fourth Class Cadets, The Citadel Military College of SC
- Lecture ~ Society of Citadel Libertarians, The Citadel Military College of SC
- Lecture ~ Heritage Foundation Intern Cohort, Washington, DC
Ms. Michelle Cousland
**No projects completed
Mr. Juan Garcia – {Pg. 9}
- Lecture ~ Model Arab League Donor Dinner, University of Houston Clear Lake
- Lecture ~ “Lebanon in the Modern Day,” University of Houston Clear Lake
- Online Mention ~ “UH Clear Lake Graduate Student Receives Study Abroad Experience,” University of
Houston Clear Lake Communications; Reposted at ultimateclearlake.com, twylah.com, and loku.com
Ms. Holly Jordan LaFountain – {Pgs. 10-12}
- Blog ~ Posts June-November 2012, http://www.hollyjordan.net/blog/
- Online Mention ~ College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences News2Note, Virginia Tech.
- Online Mention ~ ASPECT Program News and Events, Virginia Tech.
- Lecture ~ Seminar on International Studies course, Virginia Tech.
- Lecture ~ Judaism Christianity and Islam course, Virginia Tech.
- Lecture ~ ASPECT Program Research Methods course, Virginia Tech.
- Lecture ~ ASPECT Program Global Governance course, Virginia Tech
- Lecture ~ Introduction to Politics course, Radford University
Ms. Laura Kisthardt – {Pgs. 13-19}
- Online Mention ~ WRA News Archive, Western Reserve Academy
- Online Mention ~ JCU Newsroom, John Carroll University
- Article ~ “Exploring Lebanon,” Hudson Weekly
- Article ~ “JCU Student Spends Part of Summer in Lebanon,” The Carroll News
- Lecture ~ Middle East History course, Western Reserve Academy
- Lecture ~ US Foreign Policy in the Middle East course, John Carroll University
- Lecture ~ Arabic 201 course, John Carroll University
- Lecture ~ Post-Conflict Resolution course, John Carroll University
- Lecture ~ Hudson Library and Historical Society, Hudson, OH
- Lecture ~ Campus Presentation, collaboration with Middle East Student Assn., John Carroll University
- Lecture ~ French Club, Western Reserve Academy
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Ms. Aubrey McMahan – {Pgs. 20-23}
- Blog ~ Posts June-July 2012, http://www.headfirstadventures.blogspot.com/
- Online Mention ~ College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Grand Valley State University
- Lecture ~ International House Living Center, Grand Valley State University
- Lecture ~ Arab Culture course (in Arabic), Grand Valley State University
- Lecture ~ Civil Conflicts in Africa course, Grand Valley State University
- Lecture ~ Islamic Middle East Honors course, Grand Valley State University
- Lecture ~ Liberal Arts 100 course, Grand Valley State University
- Article ~ “White Lake Resident Receives 1 of 10 Fellowships for Travel to Lebanon,” Spinal Column
Newspaper
- Cultural Event ~ JayCees June Meeting and Picnic, Farmington, MI
- Lecture ~ Arabic Language Program Participants, Oman
Mr. Robert Nixon – {Pgs. 24-28}
- Online Mention ~ “Honors Student to Study in Lebanon this Summer” Bloomsburg University News
- Article Series ~ “The ‘Near East’ Awaits,” “Beirut: The Living City,” and “The Study Begins – A Journey and
Meetings,” Bloomsburg University website feature
- Article ~ “BU Student Attends School Program to Lebanon,” The Voice Student Newspaper,
Bloomsburg University
Ms. Jordan Ring – {Pgs. 29-32}
- Article ~ The Conglomerate Student Newspaper, Centenary College
- Online Mention ~ “Student Travels to Lebanon for Fellowship on U.S.-Arab Relations,” External Relations
Department, Centenary College of Louisiana
- Article ~ Letter to the Editor
- Lecture ~ church group
- Program ~ “Beirut to Shreveport through a Democratic Lens” Photograph Exhibition Project
***NEED TO REVIEW EMAILS***
Mr. Klevis Xharda – {Pgs. 33-34}
- Lecture ~ DoSO Student Organization, Northeastern University
- Lecture ~ Greek Orthodox Youth Association, St. Vasilios Greek Orthodox Church
- Lecture ~ Mock Trial Classes (3), Peabody Veterans Memorial High School
- Lecture ~ National Honors Society, Peabody Veterans Memorial High School
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Billerbeck: Article ~ “The U.S. Should Not Intervene Militarily in Syria,” Georgetown Journal of
International Affairs
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Billerbeck: Article ~ “Syrian Refugees: A Moral and Humanitarian Imperative for the United States,”
Georgetown Journal of International Affair
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Billerbeck: Event ~ “Challenges for Lebanon: Beyond the Headlines,” Georgetown University
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Cokeley: Lecture ~ Presentation of Study Visit and Research Findings, The Citadel Military College of
South Carolina
“I gave a one hour presentation on my trip to Lebanon and my independent research on refugee camps within
the country. I made use of a PowerPoint presentation, as well as provided copies of my research findings to
attendees.
“The presentation encouraged a lot of Citadel Cadets to approach me about my Fellowship Year and
participation in Model Arab League. They all seemed very interested in study abroad opportunities to Lebanon
and the political conflict in the country. Overall, the presentation was a success and prompted cadets to think
critically about the U.S. relationship with Lebanon.”
Cokeley: Event ~ “The Lebanon I Dream Of” film viewing, The Citadel Military College of South
Carolina
“As part of a speaker series on Youth Movements in the Middle East, I hosted a viewing of the
documentary “The Lebanon I Dream Of.” The documentary details the many social problems related to
the factionalization of the government and imparted to cadets the understanding that the Middle East is
not monolithic, not all like Iraq.
“I felt the program was very successful; multiple cadets approached me following the viewing get
information on how they might get involved in a study visit to a Middle Eastern country. Many seemed
intellectually curious and asked for assistance on final research projects in courses. The viewing was one
of the most effective in spreading my experience in Lebanon to Cadets and Citadel alumni.”
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Cokeley: Lecture ~ Fourth Class Cadets, The Citadel Military College of South Carolina
“As an Academic Officer in the Corps of Cadets, I am responsible for mentoring all classes of Cadets
with regard to their academic development. I spoke with 20-30 Cadets about my experience in Lebanon to
encourage them to travel to the region. Many had a strong interest in foreign policy and seemed very
receptive to the lecture.
“Many of the Cadets had never considered traveling to Lebanon, nor did they even know where it was. After
hearing about the refugee camps, civil war, culture, and politics, they were instantly captivated. I gave a brief
summary of the political situation and reviewed some of the conversations we had with speakers in Lebanon. I
also recommended further reading to many of the Cadets. They seemed extremely interested as future officers in
the U.S. Military.”
Cokeley: Lecture ~ Society of Citadel Libertarians, The Citadel Military College of South Carolina
“I spoke with members of the Society of Citadel Libertarians on the issue of interventionism vs. isolationism,
particularly as it relates to U.S. policy toward Lebanon. I spoke on the topic of the Lebanese Civil War and the
Beirut bombings that killed a graduate of The Citadel as well as hundreds of U.S. Marines.
“I felt program was very successful as multiple Cadets approached me following the lecture regarding their
participation in a study visit to a Middle Eastern country. Many seemed intellectually curious and asked for
assistance on final research projects in courses. Applying interventionism vs. isolationism to a real-world
situation helped Cadets better understand the pros and cons of interventionism in the Arab/Mediterranean
world.”
Cokeley: Lecture ~ Heritage Foundation Intern Cohort, Washington, DC
“I gave a small presentation to a number of Heritage Foundation interns and staff at their Washington, DC
headquarters regarding my study visit to Lebanon and what I learned. I summarized the political situation
and my visit there itself. I spoke directly with former U.S. Attorney General Edwin Meese about the
experience.
“The Heritage Foundation is a very conservative force; therefore, it attracts very conservative, largely pro-Israel
interns. Giving these interns an alternative perspective as to the 2006 war and Palestinian refugee camps seemed
to open their minds to other avenues of thought.”
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Garcia: Lecture ~ Model Arab League Donor Dinner at the University of Houston-Clear Lake
“As part of the Donor Dinner, I gave a 20 minute speech and attendant slide show on the importance of
programs that explored Middle East-U.S. relations. In particular, I focused on the impact that my
Fellowship in Lebanon had on both my perspective of the ‘Middle East Monolith Myth’ and the media
narrative on what the people of both Lebanon and Egypt.
“I believe that the most important element I have been able to address, in terms of American perspective,
is the ‘Middle East Monolith Myth.’ Each country, and even region within each country, has its own
culture, history and perspective of its place in the global family. Lebanon, in particular, is not the war-torn
nation that is often pictured, but a rebuilding nation and economy.”
Garcia: Lecture ~ “Lebanon in the Modern Day” at the University of Houston-Clear Lake
“I gave a short lecture on Lebanon in the modern day as part of a speaker series at my university. The
focus of the presentation was the difference between the way that Lebanon is perceived by Americans and
a more accurate portrayal based on perspective on the ground. I also discussed the effort of NCUSAR and
the Lebanon Renaissance Foundation in building bridges for peaceful dialogue.
“I felt the smaller audience at this lecture allowed for a more intimate discussion on the reality of life in
Lebanon, as well as the Palestinian people largely relegated to ‘camps’ in Lebanon. One individual in the
group was a current U.S. military service member, and it opened his mind to the perspective that the
‘Middle East Monolith Myth’ was a media construct.”
Garcia: Online Mention ~ “UH Clear Lake Graduate Student Receives Study Abroad Experience,”
University of Houston Clear Lake Communications; Reposted at ultimateclearlake.com, twylah.com,
and loku.com
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Jordan LaFountain: Blog ~ Posts June-November 2012, http://www.hollyjordan.net/blog/
“My travel blog, on which I posted both during and since the study visit, received a high level of hits. It
was linked to a short article reported in Virginia Tech’s “News2Note” publication from the College of
Liberal Arts and Human Sciences, which is sent to the entire college. It was also posted on my
department’s website, which did cause a spike in traffic to my blog. These blog entries have spawned
conversations on Twitter, interesting with many Lebanese expatriates in Australia who asked me
questions about electoral fraud and the upcoming 2013 elections. I actually convinced one individual to
register to vote from overseas!”
Excerpt from Blog:
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Jordan LaFountain: Lecture Series
Lecture ~ Seminar on International Studies course, Virginia Tech.
Lecture ~ Judaism Christianity and Islam course, Virginia Tech.
Lecture ~ ASPECT Program Research Methods course, Virginia Tech.
Lecture ~ ASPECT Program Global Governance course, Virginia Tech
Lecture ~ Introduction to Politics course, Radford University
Jordan LaFountain: Online Mention ~ “College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences News2Note,”
Virginia Tech.
“Both the structure of the program itself as well as the caliber of students chosen to attend made the
program itself exceptionally successful in terms of preparing us to discuss key issues of Lebanese politics
and society. I still use my notes from the trip on a weekly basis both in my own research and in preparing
lectures for my courses.”
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Jordan LaFountain: Online Mention ~ ASPECT Program News and Events
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Kisthardt: Online Mention ~ WRA News Archive, Western Reserve Academy
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Kisthardt: Online Mention ~ JCU Newsroom, John Carroll University
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Kisthardt: Article ~ “Exploring Lebanon,” Hudson Weekly
“I met with the Editor of Record Publishing, Stephanie Fellenstien. She interviewed me and then wrote an
article for Hudson Monthly Magazine about my experience with the Lebanon study visit.
“I feel the article was very successful in reaching a wide range of audiences and educating them on my
experience in Lebanon. The article was not dense or full of facts, but it made the simple point that there are
Americans who have had positive experiences in the Middle East. Many people have come up to me after they
read the article and said that they were interested in finding out more about my experience.”
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Kisthardt: Article ~ “JCU Student Spends Part of Summer in Lebanon,” The Carroll News
“I was interviewed by a student reporter for an article in the Carroll News, the student paper on campus at
John Carroll University.
“I felt that the article did a good job explaining my Fellowship and giving information about the study visit in
Lebanon. The article included a link to my blog, which I’ve made my goal for winter break to post more
regularly.”
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Kisthardt: Lecture ~ Middle East History course, Western Reserve Academy
“I gave a presentation about what I learned while in Lebanon for a Middle East History class at the high school I
attended. The students had many questions and were very engaged in the presentation.
“This program was very successful. Even though the audience was smaller than my normal presentations, I feel
it was extremely beneficial to the students to allow them to ask so many questions and go in-depth on topics in
which they were interested.”
Kisthardt: Lecture ~ Post-Conflict Resolution course, John Carroll University
“I gave a presentation to Dr. Metres’ class, Post-Conflict Resolution, which focused on Northern Ireland
and Palestine. My presentation was about my study visit and also focused on independent research I did
on the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon.
“The students were just beginning to learn about Palestine, so my presentation about the Palestinian
refugees was very engaging and provided new information to them. Many students stayed after the class
was over to discuss topics further with me. Several students expressed a sincere interest in Model Arab
League, as well.”
Kisthardt: Lecture ~ Arabic 201 course, John Carroll University
“I presented to my Arabic 201 class for over an hour about my study visit to Lebanon and about my
research on the Palestinian refugees there.
“This was my most exciting presentation so far because I was given the whole class time instead of only
15-30 minutes. My Arabic class was obviously interested in the Middle East. They asked many questions
and were very engaged. Many students commented that they learned a lot about Lebanon, and admitted
that they hadn’t known anything about the country before.”
Kisthardt: Lecture ~ US Foreign Policy in the Middle East course, John Carroll University
“I presented for 30 minutes to Prof. Debaz’ class, US Foreign Policy in the Middle East. There were
about 20 students in the class. I shared information with them about my study visit, the Fellowship Year
and how to get involved with the Model Arab League.
“I feel this presentation was very successful in fulfilling the mission of the Fellowship Year because these
students are already interested in the Middle East, but I gave them a personal perspective from a student
which was probably easier for them to relate to. My goal during my presentation was to dispel many
common misconceptions about the Middle East. Several students asked good questions, showing their
interest in the subject.”
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Kisthardt: Lecture ~ Hudson Library and Historical Society, Hudson, OH
“I set up a formal presentation through the Hudson Library and Historical Society. They managed all of
the promotion; there was an article in three local newspapers a few days before the event. I also asked
many members of my church to attend.
“I feel this program was very successful. I was pleasantly surprised by the fact that people I did not know
at all attended this presentation. The question-and-answer portion at the end of the presentation was quite
long, showing that people were very interested in the subject.”
Kisthardt: Lecture ~ Campus Presentation, collaboration with Middle East Student Association, John
Carroll University
“With the help of the Middle East Student Association, I hosted an open forum and presentation on my
Fellowship and what I learned in Lebanon. This presentation was an hour long, including a question-andanswer section at the end.
“I feel this program was very successful. I promoted the presentation very well and had a mix of current
students, alumni and members of the community. Many of my friends commented that they had never
learned so much about the Middle East as from my presentation.”
Kisthardt: Lecture ~ French Club, Western Reserve Academy
“I contacted one of my high school teachers and set up a presentation for the French Club there. Since
Lebanon is so influenced by French language and culture, I tailored my presentation to this audience.
“I feel this program was very successful because it reached a different audience. These high school
students had no idea what the National Council or LRF was, and many did not know much about the
Middle East. Hopefully these students will now be interested in participating in a Model Arab League
when they go to college!”
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McMahan: Blog ~ Head First Adventures
“This blog consists of a series of posts which were blogged daily during my study visit to Lebanon. The
posts are my personal stories interwoven with historical and cultural information. The blog page includes
a photo album/video section, and a link of my Honors Senior Thesis, which I wrote based on what we
learned from our research in the region.
“I don’t think that this blog has gotten out to as many people as I had hoped, but fortunately it is a
permanent part of the internet, allowing infinite opportunities for additional viewers to discover my site.
Our Fellowship group’s collective blog where my blog was re-posted, however, has received a great deal
of hits.”
Excerpt from Blog:
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McMahan: Online Mention ~ College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Grand Valley State University
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McMahan: Lecture ~ Arab Culture course (in Arabic), Grand Valley State University
“I gave a presentation for a course on Arab Culture at Grand Valley. I used a PowerPoint presentation to
help tell the story of our study visit, but shortened it from 10 days to 3 for simplicity’s sake. The
presentation was about 15 minutes long with pictures and videos, and was presented in Arabic, not
English. Before the presentation, I also handed around a copy of Khalil Gibran’s The Prophet, the
Lebanon history book we were given, and some fairy tales I picked up in Arabic while in Lebanon.
“I tried to keep this presentation short and engaging, but extremely informative. Contrary to most study
abroad presentations, this presentation deeply incorporated government, economic, and historical facts
into the presentation. It was followed by a short question-and-answer period and seemed to educate the
students a great deal.”
McMahan: Lecture Series
Lecture ~ “Civil Conflicts in Africa” course, Grand Valley State University
Lecture ~ Islamic Middle East Honors course, Grand Valley State University
Lecture ~ Liberal Arts 100 course, Grand Valley State University
Lecture ~ International House Living Center, Grand Valley State University
McMahan: Lecture ~ Arabic Language Program Participants, Oman
“This presentation went along with an assignment for my Arabic language program in Oman, in which I
presented a brief history of Lebanon and then talked about its current economic and political conditions.
The presentation was complete with a slideshow of pictures from the study visit.
“Even though I didn’t reach out to many people through this particular program, my audience consisted of
students who are most likely to hold an interest in Lebanon and consider going there in the future. In fact, many
of my colleagues approached me later to say that they were interested in visiting or studying in Lebanon as a
result of my presentation.”
McMahan: Cultural Event ~ JayCees June Meeting and Picnic, Farmington, MI
“I brought homemade baklava to the Farmington Area JayCee June meeting as my dish for our picnic
potluck. I also printed out half-sheets with the baklava recipe on one side and basic information about
Lebanon on the other, which I passed out. After talking a little bit about why I went to Lebanon and my
experiences there, I answered a few questions from my JayCee colleagues, mostly about the sectarianism
in Lebanon.
“I had an audience that was engaged in my talk and asked good questions. Hopefully my flyers were
helpful, too, because people could hold on to the baklava recipes forever (with the Lebanon information
on the back).”
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McMahan: Article ~ “White Lake Resident Receives 1 of 10 Fellowships for Travel to Lebanon,” Spinal
Column Newspaper
“I believe that this article was a great way to educate a lot of people (28,227 household circulation) in my area
whom I might have otherwise not been able to reach. The article was short and sweet, so I think people took the
time to read it, and there was a balance of personal focus on me and educational focus on Lebanon and the Arab
world.”
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Nixon: Online Mention ~ “Honors Student to Study in Lebanon this Summer” Bloomsburg
University News
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Nixon: Article Series
Article ~ “The ‘Near East’ Awaits,”
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Article ~ “Beirut: The Living City,”
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Article ~ “The Study Begins – A Journey and Meetings,” Bloomsburg University website feature
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Nixon: Article ~ “BU Student Attends School Program to Lebanon,” The Voice Student
Newspaper, Bloomsburg University
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Ring: Online Mention ~ “Student Travels to Lebanon for Fellowship on U.S.-Arab Relations,” External
Relations Department, Centenary College of Louisiana

Ring: Lecture ~ Church, Shreveport, LA
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Ring: Article ~ The Conglomerate Student Newspaper, Centenary College
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Ring: Article ~ Letter to the Editor, Shreveport Times
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Ring: Program ~ “Beirut to Shreveport through a Democratic Lens” Photograph Exhibition Project
“The exhibition ‘Beirut to Shreveport thru a Democratic Lens’ is a documentary photo exhibition that
developed out of a ten day study-visit to Lebanon by Centenary political science major Jordan Ring. Ring
traveled to Lebanon with the National Council on U.S.-Arab Relations and the Lebanon Renaissance
Foundation to gain a deeper understanding of the region and its politics. In a discussion with a native
Lebanese person, Ring remembers being cautioned ‘If you understand Lebanon’s history, that’s because
no one explained it to you.’ To make sense of the centuries-long history of the region’s various identities
and competing interests is a monumental task. Ring developed the ‘Beirut to Shreveport’ project to help
create meaning of these effects in the present day and purposefully initiate a cross-cultural understanding
of what democracy means.
“’Beirut to Shreveport thru a Democratic Lens’ explores how Lebanese and American students define
democracy. To begin the exploration process, Ring partnered with photography students from American
Community School in Beirut and Centenary College of Louisiana in Shreveport. She asked individuals in
both groups to create photographic images that they perceived to represent democracy in their everyday
lives. Six themes guided the students’ photographic process: work, religion, participation, expression,
commerce, and ‘myself’. The result is an exhibition that juxtaposes images by Lebanese and American
students to create an effective interplay of various interpretations of ‘democracy.’
“Throughout the exhibition, Ring intentionally grouped images together to mirror the six themes that
originally guided students’ interpretation of democracy. However, interpretation of the students’
photographs is left open viewer. Opinion sheets provided by Ring at the galley’s entrance allow viewers
to anonymously share their interpretation of students’ images. Viewers are encouraged to fill out an
opinion sheet which will broaden the dialogue initiated by the Shreveport to Beirut Project and create
interactive engagement with the ideas of democracy. All completed opinion sheets will become a part of
the history of the exhibition.”
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Xharda: Lecture ~ Drop-on-Stone (DoSO) Student Organization, Northeastern University
“DoSO is a student group at Northeastern University that focuses on human security issues around the
globe. This semester we are specifically working on alleviating some of the suffering for refugees fleeing
the Syrian conflict. Because of Lebanon’s proximity to the conflict, I decided to create a presentation for
the group during one of our weekly meetings. It focused on historical ties between Lebanon and Syria,
how the conflict had impacted Lebanon, and how Lebanon can be of aid to the refugees leaving the
country.
“Our discussion during the evening was extremely fruitful in bringing about general knowledge and
misconceptions of the regions. It got people thinking of how other Arab nations can help resolve the issue
in Syria and how Lebanon, specifically, can aid in this roles because of historic ties.”

Xharda: Lecture ~ Greek Orthodox Youth Association, St. Vasilios Greek Orthodox Church
“GOYA is the Greek Orthodox Youth Association. It brings together young people of the Greek
Orthodox Faith. I hosted an event in coordination with my local church to discuss the role of religion in
Lebanon and the Middle East. The presentation focused on Lebanon’s confessional system and the
influence that Greek Orthodox has had within the country.
“Since many of my discussions about Lebanon had revolved around regional politics in the Middle East,
it was nice to focus exclusively on Lebanon and its religious tendencies. The discussion turned out very
well, and it made people realize that their religion was just as embedded in Lebanese society as other
religions.”
Xharda: Lecture ~ Mock Trial courses (3), Peabody Veterans Memorial High School
“Peabody High School is where I attended high school. I scheduled an event with a history teacher of
mine, and I was lucky enough to speak with three of her Mock Trial classes about Lebanese society,
politics, and law. Since many of the students who take this class enjoy history, it provided a forum for a
productive discussion to break down some commonly held beliefs about being Muslim.
“High School students can be some of the largest critics of international politics. They have many
opinions that they are not afraid to express. This was the case while learning about Lebanon. I was glad
to be able to remove some of the stigma with which they treated the Middle East and Islam.”
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Xharda: Lecture ~ National Honors Society, Peabody Veterans Memorial High School
“When I was in high school, I was part of the National Honor Society, a group of students who are
deemed to be at the top of their class and show initiative in doing good for the community. I spoke to this
year’s National Honor Society about my experiences in Lebanon and answered some of their questions
and concerns about the country and the region as a whole.
“The group of students that I spoke to were all very bright and genuinely interested in learning more
about Lebanon and anything they could do to spread the word in the community. I gave them the
knowledge tools to continue spreading the word. It was a successful event that I believe will continue to
have positive ramifications on those students and the high school.”

~ RESULTS ~

TOTAL NUMBER OF AMERICANS IMPACTED

41,700

AMERICANS REACHED DIRECTLY FACE-TO-FACE

1,293
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